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Timing PPM-UWB Signals in Ad Hoc Multi-Access
Liuqing Yang,Member, IEEE

Abstract— To synchronize Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signals with
pulse position modulation (PPM), we develop and test timing
algorithms in both data-aided and non-data-aided modes based
on a novel synchronization criterion that we term Timing with
Dirty Templates (TDT). Using symbol-rate integrate-and-dump
operations, our TDT-based algorithms for PPM-UWB signals
remain operational in practical UWB settings. In addition, our
algorithms ensure rapid synchronization by collecting multipath
energy. Moreover, for the data-aided mode, we design a simple
training pattern which not only expedites the synchronization,
but also enables timing in a (possibly ad hoc and asynchronous)
multi-user environment. Simulations and comparisons are also
performed to corroborate our theoretical analysis.

Index Terms— ultra-wideband, pulse position modulation, tim-
ing, synchronization, multipath channel, multi-access

I. I NTRODUCTION

UWB radios have attracted increasing interest due to their
potential to offer ultra-high user/data capacity with low-
complexity, low-power transceivers (see e.g., [4], [9], [13],
[16]). However, realization of these potentials heavily hinges
upon accurate timing synchronization [8], [11]. As the UWB
waveforms are low-power and impulse-like, synchronization is
one of the most critical challenges in enabling UWB radios.
Additionally, compared to narrowband systems, the difficulty
of timing UWB signals is also induced by the (dense) mul-
tipath channel that remains unknown at the synchronization
stage. Moreover, in UWB systems, pulse position modulation
(PPM) is often adopted to reduce transceiver complexity by
avoiding pulse negation. However, the difficulty of accurate
timing is accentuated in PPM-UWB systems due to the fact
that information is conveyed by the shifts of the pulse posi-
tions. Such a nonlinear operation is to be contrasted to pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM).

In UWB research, synchronization has been intensively
studied under various operating environments (see e.g., [1],
[2], [5], [6], [7], [14], [17], [18]). Among these works, several
remain operational in practical UWB settings and in the pres-
ence of multiple users. These include the timing algorithms
based on dirty templates (TDT) [14], [17] and the one that
capitalizes on a special asymmetric modulation [7]. However,
they are all developed forlinearly modulated PAM-UWB.
Since their operations heavily rely on the zero-mean property
of PAM, these existing timing algorithms are not applicable
to nonlinearlymodulated PPM-UWB signals.

In this paper, we develop timing algorithms for PPM-
UWB signals with direct sequence (DS) and/or time-hopping
(TH) spreading. Most existing synchronizers are based on the
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maximum likelihood principle that requires a “clean template”
of the received pulse. However, the latter is not available
when the multipath channel is unknown. Our algorithms are
developed based on the “dirty templates” as in [14], [17],
capitalizing on the novel synchronization criterion of TDTthat
exploits the unique maximum of the cross correlation of “dirty
templates” extracted from the received waveform. As a result,
our algorithms rely on symbol-rate samples and are capable
of collecting multipath energy without knowledge of the prop-
agation channel. The energy collection in turn expedites the
synchronization process. In addition to spectrally efficient non-
data-aided (a.k.a. blind) algorithms, we also carefully design
training patterns that further reduce the acquisition time.
More importantly, we show that these data-aided algorithms
remain operational in the presence of multiple interferingusers
that can be ad hoc and thus asynchronous. Unlike existing
algorithms for multi-access PAM-UWB systems in [7], [14],
[17], our synchronizers are unique in that they can cope with
interfering users transmittingnon-zero meanPPM signals.
Notation: ⌊·⌋ stands for integer floor operation; Es{·} repre-
sents expectation with respect to the random variables; we
will use var{·} to denote variance operation, and{A}B for
the modulo operation with baseB.

II. M ODELING AND PRELIMINARIES

In impulse-radio UWB multiple access, every information
symbol is transmitted over a time-interval ofTs seconds that
consists ofNf frames, each of durationTf . During each frame,
a data modulated ultra short pulsep(t) with durationTp ≪ Tf

is transmitted. To ensure low complexity, binary modulations
are often adopted. User separation is accomplished with DS
and/or TH codes [10], [13]. With PPM modulation, the trans-
mitted waveform is:

v(u)(t) =
√

Eu

+∞∑

k=0

p
(u)
T (t − kTs − s

(u)
k ∆),

whereEu is the u-th user’s energy per pulse,∆ is the PPM
modulation index, andp(u)

T (t) denotes thetransmittedsymbol
waveform

p
(u)
T (t) :=

Nf−1∑

n=0

c
(u)
ds (n) p(t − nTf − c

(u)
th (n)Tc) , (1)

which consists ofNf pulses amplitude-modified by the user-
specific DS codec(u)

ds (n) and/or position-shifted by the TH
codec

(u)
th (n) = 0, 1, . . . , Nc with Nc := Tf/Tc.

The multipath channel is modeled as a tapped-delay line,
with (Lu + 1) taps whose amplitudes{α(u)

l }Lu

l=0 and delays
{τ (u)

l }Lu

l=0 satisfy τ
(u)
l < τ

(u)
l+1, ∀l. With the receiver frontend

acting as an ideal bandpass filter with ultra-wide bandwidth
B ≈ 1/Tp centered atω0, the aggregate waveform from all
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users at the receive-filter output is:

r(t) =

Nu−1∑

u=0

√
Eu

Lu∑

l=0

α
(u)
l v(u)(t − τ

(u)
l ) + η(t), (2)

whereNu is the total number of active users andη(t) is the
bandpass filtered zero-mean additive Gaussian noise (AGN)
with power spectral densityN0/2. Denoting multipath delays
τ

(u)
l,0 := τ

(u)
l − τ

(u)
0 relative to the first arrival, the propagation

delayτ
(u)
0 can be decoupled from the dispersive channel:

r(t) =

Nu−1∑

u=0

√
Eu

Lu∑

l=0

α
(u)
l v(u)(t − τ

(u)
l,0 − τ

(u)
0 ) + η(t). (3)

Notice that the offsetsτ (u)
0 in (3) can be different across

users, and allow for asynchronous ad hoc multi-access. Let us
also introduce the aggregatereceivedsymbol-long waveform
capturing the pulse shaper and the dispersive channel

p
(u)
R (t) :=

Lu∑

l=0

α
(u)
l p

(u)
T (t − τ

(u)
l,0 ). (4)

Notice that p
(u)
R (t) contains the DS and/or TH spreading

codes throughp(u)
T (t) [c.f. (1)]. To develop our TDT-based

algorithms, we assume:
(as) The nonzero support of waveformp(u)

R (t) is upper
bounded by the symbol durationTs − ∆.

This assumption implies that inter-symbol interference (ISI)
is absent. However, inter-pulse and inter-frame interferences
are allowed. In low-duty-cycle UWB systems, (as) can be
satisfied by choosingTf ≥ τ

(u)
L,0 +Tp +∆ andc

(u)
th (Nf −1) =

0; whereas in high-rate UWB radios, this condition can be
relaxed as long as guard frames are inserted between symbols,
much like zero-padding in narrowband systems.

Using (4), the received waveform in (3) becomes:

r(t) =

Nu−1∑

u=0

+∞∑

k=0

√
Eu · p(u)

R

(
t−kTs−τ

(u)
0 −s

(u)
k ∆

)
+η(t). (5)

With the channel being quasi-static,{α(u)
l , τ

(u)
l }Lu

l=0 remain
invariant over one transmission burst, but can change inde-
pendently across bursts. Timing synchronization amounts to
finding the desired user’s timing offsetτ

(u)
0 during each burst.

III. TDT FOR POINT-TO-POINT PPM-UWB LINKS

Let us first focus on a point-to-point link and treat multi-
access interference as noise. For notational simplicity, we will
drop the user indexu in this section.

For PAM-UWB systems, the TDT-based timing algorithms
developed in [14], [17] rely on the symbol-rate samples
obtained by integrating-and-dumping the products of adjacent
“dirty templates” [17, Eq. (5)]:

xPAM(k; τ) =

∫ Ts

0

r2k+1(t; τ)r2k(t; τ)dt, ∀τ ∈ [0, Ts). (6)

The symbol-long segmentsrk(t; τ) := r(t + kTs + τ), ∀t ∈
[0, Ts) serve as templates in the correlation in (6). These seg-
ments are “dirty” because they are: i) noisy; ii) distorted by the
unknown propagation channel; and iii) subject to the unknown
offset τ0. With PAM modulation, the cross-correlation of
successive symbol-long noise-free received segments reaches a

unique maximum magnitudeif and only if these segments are
scaled replicas of each other, which is achieved only when
τ = τ0.1 However, with PPM signaling, it is impossible to
have all symbol-long received segments to be scaled versions
of each other, even at the correct timing and in the absence of
noise.2 This is due to thenonlinear time shifts introduced by
the random information symbols.

Although not applicable to PPM-UWB signals in its current
form, the TDT-based timing algorithm has many advantages
compared to existing alternatives. Among them, the most
preeminent is its capability of collecting multipath energy
when channel (and possibly the DS/TH spreading code) is
still unknown, because such information is embedded in the
“dirty templates.” These motivate us to develop TDT-based
synchronizers for PPM-UWB.

The first step is to find the gist of TDT algorithms for PAM
signals in practical UWB settings when noise is also present.
In this case, Eq. (6) simplifies to [17, Eq. (10)]:
xPAM(k; τ)=s2k[s2k−1EA(τ̃0)+s2k+1EB(τ̃0)]+ζ(k; τ), (7)

whereτ̃0 := {τ0 − τ}Ts
with τ0 andτ being the timing offset

and candidate, respectively, and

EA(τ̃0) := E
∫ Ts

Ts−τ̃0

p2
R(t)dt, EB(τ̃0) := E

∫ Ts−τ̃0

0

p2
R(t)dt.

Taking the mean-square of (7) gives rise to [17, Eq. (12)]:
Es,ξ{x2

PAM(k; τ)} = E2
R − EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) + σ2

ζ , (8)

whereER := EA(τ̃0)+EB(τ̃0) = E
∫ Ts

0
p2

R(t)dt is the constant
energy of the unknown aggregate template at the receiver
and σ2

ζ is the noise variance. Since bothEA(τ̃0) and EB(τ̃0)
are non-negative energies,EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) exhibits a unique
minimum when τ̃0 = 0, since EA(τ̃0) = 0 and EB(τ̃0) is
maximized wheñτ0 = 0; i.e., at the correct timingτ = τ0.
Hence, the operation of the TDT algorithms for PAM-UWB
hinges upon the energy productEA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0). However, once
again, Eq. (7) does not hold when PPM is deployed, simply
because the PPM symbols are embedded in thetime shift
of pR(t), as opposed to itsamplitude changewhen PAM is
deployed.

A. Non-Data-Aided TDT for PPM-UWB

Since the samplesxPAM(k; τ) in (6) are not suitable
for estimatingτ0 in PPM-UWB, we will next develop dis-
tinct processing of the dirty templates{rk(t)} to form the
EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) term, which the TDT algorithms hinge upon.
Specifically, we formulatex(k; τ) as:

x(k; τ) :=

∫ Ts

0

r2k+1(t; τ) r̃2k(t; τ)dt,

r̃k(t; τ) := rk(t + ∆; τ) − rk(t − ∆; τ),

∀τ ∈ [0, Ts). (9)

To see how (9) enables TDT, let us first consider its noise-free
partχ(k; τ) =

∫ Ts

0
ρ2k+1(t; τ) ρ̃2k(t; τ)dt, whereρk(t; τ) and

1Noise-only gaps among successively received multipath-distorted pulses
can give rise to multiple maxima and may induce a time uncertainty that is
upper bounded byTf . However, such a timing uncertainty does not affect
maximum energy capture that determines the BER. It can also be easily
removed by invoking the TH codec(u)

th
(0) of the desired user.

2Of course, such could be the case if one transmits an all-1 or all-0 sequence
with PPM modulation. But such a sequence renders timing synchronization
impossible since no symbol transition occurs.
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ρ̃k(t; τ) represent the noise-free parts ofrk(t; τ) and r̃k(t; τ),
respectively. By definition, and using the (as), we have

ρk(t; τ) =
√
E

1∑

m=0

pR(t + mTs − τ̃0 − sk−kτ0
−m∆),

ρ̃k(t; τ) = ρk(t + ∆; τ) − ρk(t − ∆; τ), ∀t, τ ∈ [0, Ts) ,

(10)

where τ̃0 := {τ0−τ}Ts
andkτ0

:= ⌊(τ0−τ)/Ts⌋ ∈ {0,−1}.
Althoughkτ0

can induce demodulation delay, it does not affect
τ0 estimation. For notational brevity, we will henceforth omit
kτ0

. Using (10), we prove in Appendix I that

Lemma 1 When the PPM modulation index satisfies∆ ≪ Tf ,
the noise-free part ofx(k; τ) in (9) simplifies to
χ(k; τ) ≈ (s2k−1−s2k)EA(τ̃0) + (s2k−s2k+1)EB(τ̃0) . (11)

Averaging with respect to the random symbols{sk}, the
mean-square ofχ(k; τ) is:

Es{χ2(k; τ)} ≈ 1

2
(E2

R − 3EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0)) , (12)

which contains the energy productEA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) and is
uniquely maximized at̃τ0 = 0. Lemma 1 and (12) suggests
that τ0 can be recovered by peak-picking the mean-square
of χ(k; τ) in the absence of noise. When AGNη(t) is also
present, Eq. (9) becomes
x(k; τ)= (s2k−1−s2k)EA(τ̃0)+(s2k−s2k+1)EB(τ̃0)+ξ(k; τ)

ξ(k; τ) := ξ1(k; τ) + ξ2(k; τ) + ξ3(k; τ), (13)

where the three components of the noise term are given by

ξ1(k; τ) :=

∫ Ts

0

ρ̃2k(t; τ)η2k+1(t; τ)dt

ξ2(k; τ) :=

∫ Ts

0

ρ2k+1(t; τ)(η2k(t+∆; τ)−η2k(t−∆; τ))dt

ξ3(k; τ) :=

∫ Ts

0

η2k+1(t; τ)(η2k(t+∆; τ)−η2k(t−∆; τ))dt

with ηk(t; τ) := η(t + kTs + τ), ∀t ∈ [0, Ts). Considering the
variances of these noise terms, we show in Appendix II that

Lemma 2 The noise termξ(k; τ) can be well approximated
as white Gaussian noise with zero mean and varianceσ2

ξ ≈
2ERN0 + BTsN

2
0 .

It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that the mean-square of the
samples in (9) can be found as:

Es,ξ{x2(k; τ)} = Es{χ2(k; τ)} + Eξ{ξ2(k; τ)}

≈ 1

2
(E2

R − 3EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) + 2σ2
ξ ) ,

(14)

which, similar to (8) for PAM signals, is uniquely maximized
when τ̃0 = 0 (τ = τ0). Compactly written, thenon-data aided
TDT yields: τ0 = arg maxτ∈[0,Ts) Es,ξ{x2(k; τ)}. Replacing
the ensemble mean with its sample mean estimator, we have:

Proposition 1 Under (as), and when∆ ≪ Tf , unbiased and
mean-square sense (m.s.s.) consistent non-data-aided (blind)
TDT for PPM-UWB signals can be accomplished even when
DS and/or TH codes are present and the multipath channel
is unknown, using “dirty” Ts-long segments of the received
waveform as follows:

τ̂0,nda = arg max
τ∈[0,Ts)

ynda(K; τ),

ynda(K; τ) :=
1

K

K∑

k=1

(∫ Ts

0

r2k(t; τ)r̃2k−1(t; τ)dt

)2

.
(15)

The estimatorτ̂0,nda in (15) can be shown to be m.s.s.
consistent by deriving the mean and variance of thecost
functionynda(K; τ) (see Appendix III):

mnda(K; τ) := E{ynda(K; τ)}

=
1

2
(E2

R − 3EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) + 2σ2
ξ ),

σ2
ynda

(K; τ) := var{ynda(K; τ)}

=
2σ2

ξ

K
(E2

R−3EAEB+σ2
ξ )+

1

4K
(E2

R−3EAEB)2.

(16)

It is worth emphasizing that the basic idea behind our TDT
estimator is thatEA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) is minimized whenτ̃0 = 0.
Although termsER and σξ are unknown becausepR(t) is
unknown, they remain constant∀τ and thus do not affect the
peak-picking operation in findinĝτ0. Additionally, the variance
in (16) decays as1/K, confirming that̂τ0,nda in (15) is m.s.s.
consistent.

B. Data-Aided TDT for PPM-UWB

The blind algorithm is particularly attractive for its spectral
efficiency. However, the number of samplesK required for
reliable estimation can be reduced markedly if adata aided
approach is pursued. From (13), we observe that: i) whenτ̃0 6=
0, thenx(k; τ) only contributes noise ifs2k−1 = s2k = s2k+1;
and ii) when τ̃0 = 0, then x(k; τ) only contributes noise if
s2k = s2k+1. To avoid these noise-only contributions that
do not contain any timing information, the training sequence
{sk} should be designed such that no successive symbols are
the same. Hence, the training sequence for data-aided TDT is
designed to comprise a repeated pattern(1, 0); that is

sk = {k + 1}2 . (17)

It can be easily verified that this pattern simplifies (13) to
x(k; τ) = EB(τ̃0) − EA(τ̃0) + ξ(k; τ) . (18)

Correspondingly, its mean square becomes:
Eξ{x2(k; τ)} = E2

R − 4EA(τ̃)EB(τ̃) + σ2
ξ . (19)

With the blind approach it is necessary to take expectation
with respect tosk in order to remove the unknown symbol
effects; while the data-aided mode, this is not needed. Hence,
the sample meanK−1

∑K
k=1 x2(k; τ) converges faster to its

expected value in (19). This can be corroborated by the
statistics of the cost function, which we denote asyda1(K; τ)
when the training pattern in (17) is used [c.f. (18) and (19)]:

mda1(K; τ) = E2
R − 4EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) + σ2

ξ ,

σ2
yda1

(K; τ) =
2σ2

ξ

K
[E2

R − 4EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) + σ2
ξ ] .

(20)

Comparing (20) with (16), we observe that not only a larger
coefficient (4 in (20) versus3 in (16)) is associated with
the critical termEA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0), but alsoyda1(K; τ) can be
obtained much more reliably (i.e., with a smaller variance)
thanynda(K; τ). These will be shown to considerably improve
the performance in our ensuing analysis and simulations.

A major benefit of the data-aided mode is very rapid
acquisition. In principle, onlyK = 1 pair of received symbol-
long segments encompassing as few as4 training symbols
(1, 0, 1, 0) is sufficient. More specifically, withK = 1, the
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single pair of “dirty templates” consisting ofr1(t; τ) and
r2(t; τ) yields

x(1; τ) = EB(τ̃0) − EA(τ̃0) + ξ(1; τ),

whose square is guaranteed to contain theEA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) term
that our TDT-based algorithm relies on. Of course, largerK
values will help average out the additive noise effects and thus
improve the synchronization performance.

So far, we have seen that the estimator we developed
for blind timing in Propositions 1 can be applied to the
data-aided mode without any modification, while providing
improved synchronization speed and accuracy. In fact, withour
judiciously designed training pattern, further improvements
are possible. Notice that the estimator (15) relies on three
major steps: correlation, averaging and squaring. The training
sequence in (17) allows us to swap the order of these steps
and alleviate the noise effects. Specifically, in the data-aided
mode, it follows from (18) that

E2
ξ{x(k; τ)} = E2

R − 4EA(τ̃)EB(τ̃).

In other words, by taking thesquared-meaninstead ofmean-
square, the noise variance termσ2

ξ in (19) is eliminated.
This observation leads us to the following result of a timing
algorithm tailored for our carefully designed training sequence

Proposition 2 Under (as), and when∆ ≪ Tf , data-aided
TDT for PPM-UWB signals can be accomplished even when
DS and/or TH codes are present and the multipath channel is
unknown, using

τ̂0,da2 = arg max
τ∈[0,Ts)

yda2(K; τ),

yda2(K; τ) :=

(
1

K

K∑

k=1

∫ Ts

0

r2k(t; τ)r̃2k−1(t; τ)dt

)2

.
(21)

As with the blind mode, the data-aided mode requires only
symbol rate samples. In addition, with the training patternin
(17), the data-aided mode enjoys rapid acquisition relying on
as few as four training symbols(1, 0, 1, 0).
The mean and variance of the cost functionyda2(K; τ) can
be obtained as:

mda2(K; τ) = E2
R − 4EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) +

σ2
ξ

K
,

σ2
yda2

(K; τ) =
2σ2

ξ

K

(
E2

R − 4EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0) +
σ2

ξ

K

)
.

(22)

Though (22) bears the same form as (20), they are different
in two senses: i)yda2(K; τ) asymptotically converges to
[E2

R − 4EA(τ̃0)EB(τ̃0)] while yda1(K; τ) does not; and ii) the
variance ofyda2(K; τ) is further reduced by2(K − 1)σ4

ξ/K2

since theσ4
ξ term decays as1/K2, thanks to the averaging

prior to squaring. These differences can further improve the
accuracy of̂τ0, as we show in the next section.

C. Performance Bounds and Comparisons

Here we compare their performance in a coarse timing
(acquisition) setup, where theNi candidate offsets areτ = nTi

with integer n ∈ [0, Ni − 1] and minimum spacingTi :=
Ts/Ni. Instead of estimating the trueτ0, coarse timing aims at
findingn∗ such that|n∗Ti−τ0| < Ti; that is,detectingn∗ such

that n∗ = arg maxn{m(K;nTi)}. Accordingly, the detector
unifying Propositions 1 and 2 is:̂n∗ = arg maxn y(K;nTi),
and the probability of detection is given by:

Pd(n
∗) = Pr

{
n̂∗ = n∗

}

= Pr
{

y(K;n∗Ti) = max
n

y(K;nTi)
}

.
(23)

At any given SNR and regardless ofpR(t) and K, Pd(n
∗)

depends onn∗, because the noise terms iny(K;nTi) come
from overlapping observation windows and are correlated
acrossn. As in [17], we assume independence among these
noise terms for analytical tractability. Under this assumption,
our analytical results are rather pessimistic and serve as lower
bounds on the true probabilities of detection. Denoting the
pdf of y(K;nTi) as fK,n(y), the probability of detection is

Pd =
∫ +∞

−∞
fK,n∗(y0)

∏
n6=n∗

(∫ y0

−∞
fK,n(y1)dy1

)
dy0, which

involves Ni-fold integration and is cumbersome to evaluate,
especially for largeNi values. Hence, a tight lower bound with
a simple form is desirable. Instead of the union bound that is
very loose and can at times be negative at low SNR, we resort
to a universally tighter bound, which we derived in [17]:

P d =
∏

n6=n∗

Q



 m(K;n∗Ti) − m(K;nTi)√
σ2

y(K;n∗Ti) + σ2
y(K;nTi)



 , (24)

whereQ(·) is the complementary cdf of a standard Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Using (16), (20)
and (22), and for any givenn, n∗ andK > 1, we have

mnda(K;n∗Ti) − mnda(K;nTi)

<mda1(K;n∗Ti) − mda1(K;nTi)

=mda2(K;n∗Ti) − mda2(K;nTi),

and σ2
ynda

(K;n∗Ti) + σ2
ynda

(K;nTi)

>σ2
yda1

(K;n∗Ti) + σ2
yda1

(K;nTi)

>σ2
yda2

(K;n∗Ti) + σ2
yda2

(K;nTi)

(25)

for the estimators corresponding to Propositions 1 and 2, with
and without the training sequence. Eqs. (24) and (25) reveal
that: P d,nda < P d,da1 < P d,da2, ∀K > 1. As expected,
data-aided TDT outperforms blind TDT even with the same
estimator in Proposition 1. In addition, thêτ0 estimator specif-
ically tailored for the training sequence can further improve
the performance, even with the same training pattern in (17).

Although we only examined the coarse timing performance
here, it is worth mentioning that thêτ0 estimators in Proposi-
tions 1 and 2 allow for timing acquisition at any desirable
resolution constrained only by the affordable complexity:
i) coarse timing with low complexity, e.g., by picking the
maximum overNf candidate offsetsτ = nTf , where integer
n ∈ [0, Nf ); ii) fine timing with higher complexity at the chip
resolution withτ = iTc, i ∈ [0, Nc); and iii) adaptive timing
estimation (tracking) with voltage-controlled clock (VCC)
circuits. It is also worth mentioning that, though our timing
algorithms here are derived for fast TH or DS spreading codes
with single-symbol period, the data-aided TDT algorithm can
be easily generalized to account for slow TH and DS codes
with multi-symbol period, by alternately transmitting1’s and
0’s every other TH/DS period.
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Summarizing, in a point-to-point link, we derived twôτ0

estimators in Propositions 1 and 2. The former applies to
both blind and data-aided modes, while the latter relies on
our carefully designed training pattern in (17). This training
pattern, even with the general estimator in (15), enables
faster synchronization with higher accuracy. Tailored forthis
pattern, the estimator (21) improves performance using the
same samples taken at symbol-rate. More importantly, we will
prove in Section IV that the estimator (21) remains operational
even when multiple (asynchronous) ad hoc users are present.

IV. TDT FOR MULTI -USERPPM-UWB LINKS

Consider now a PPM-UWB system with multiple users that
can be ad hoc and asynchronous. The desired user (say user
0) is transmitting the training pattern. The received signalis
now embedded in the aggregate of other asynchronous users
communicating information-bearing i.i.d. PPM symbols. Eq.
(9) then becomes:

x(k; τ)=

Nu−1∑

u=0

xu(k; τ) =

Nu−1∑

u=0

[
s
(u)
2k−1−s

(u)
2k

]
Eu,A(τ̃

(u)
0 ) (26)

+
[
s
(u)
2k −s

(u)
2k+1

]
Eu,B(τ̃

(u)
0 )+ξ(k; τ),

whereτ̃
(u)
0 := {τ (u)

0 − τ}Ts
, Eu,A(τ̃) := Eu

∫ Ts

Ts−τ̃
|p(u)

R (t)|2dt

and Eu,B(τ̃) := Eu

∫ Ts−τ̃

0
|p(u)

R (t)|2dt are as defined before,
but with symbols, channels and offsets being user-dependent.
As we argued in Section III, the noise-free part of the desired
user’s samples of the dirty-template correlator obey [c.f.(18)]:

χ0(k; τ) = E0,B(τ̃
(0)
0 ) − E0,A(τ̃

(0)
0 ).

Substituting into (26), we obtain:

x(k; τ) = χ0(k; τ) +
∑

u6=0

[
s
(u)
2k−1 − s

(u)
2k

]
Eu,A(τ̃

(u)
0 )

+
[
s
(u)
2k − s

(u)
2k+1

]
Eu,B(τ̃

(u)
0 ) + ξ(k; τ).

Now averaging (without squaring), we obtain Es,ξ{x(k; τ)} =
χ0(k; τ) simply because Es,ξ{χu(k; τ)} = 0. This observation
suggests that the single-user TDT estimator we summarized in
Proposition 2 is operational even in a multi-user environment:

Proposition 3 Under (as) and with the desired user trans-
mitting the training pattern in(17) and other users transmit-
ting equi-probable i.i.d. information symbols, m.s.s. consistent
data-aided TDT can be accomplished with as few as four
training symbols using(21). The multiple active users can
be synchronous or asynchronous, and no knowledge of these
users’ channels or timing information is required.

The algorithm as described in Proposition 3 requires that a
receiver can “hear” only a single transmitter’s synchronization
pattern, regardless of the presence of multiple non-zero-mean
interfering PPM signals from other communicating nodes.
Such is the case when the ad hoc network has star or
clustered topologies. Within each cluster, nodes can take turns
to synchronize their neighbors.

At the synchronization stage, the dense multipath channel
is typically unknown. Hence, a noise-free and offset-free
“clean” template of the distorted waveform is not available.
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Fig. 1. Normalized MSE of non-data-aided (blind) TDT synchronizer
in Proposition 1 with variousK values, in a single-user PPM-UWB
link.

This renders conventional approaches including the maximum-
likelihood timing offset estimator unapplicable. Hence, our
TDT-based timing algorithms here are well motivated for
such scenarios. But even in AWGN channels where the
clean templatep(t) is readily available, our algorithms still
have clear advantages over conventional ones. In this case,
symbol-level (coarse) synchronization is impossible withthe
conventional synchronizers using thep(t) template, because
the frame-by-frame sliding correlation will mostly capture
only noise from the received waveform consisting of episodic
signals. Therefore, the conventional approaches necessitate
performing correlations at allTp-long intervals throughout a
symbol duration ofTs, which translates to searching for the
maximum overNfNc lags. On the other hand, our algorithms
rely on the correlation between two dirty templates subject
to the same frame-level shift, which can capture the signal
energy even in the coarse timing stage. Hence, synchronization
can be achieved in two steps: symbol-level withNf lags (one
per frame) followed by frame-level (fine) synchronization with
Nc lags (one perTp). With typically largeNf andNc values
in low-duty-cycle UWB, the complexity reduction (e.g., 94%
with Nf = 32 andNc = 35) can be very significant.

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, simulations are carried out to test the perfor-
mance of our TDT-based algorithms for PPM-UWB signals.
The UWB pulse is the second derivative of the Gaussian
function with unit energy and durationTp ≈ 1ns. The
multipath channels are generated using the channel model in
[3] with real channel taps and parameters(1/Λ, 1/λ,Γ, γ) =
(43, 0.4, 7.1, 4.3)ns. Other system parameters are∆ = 1ns,
Tf = 35ns andNf = 32. The timing offsetτ0 is randomly
generated from a uniform distribution over[0, Ts). We use a
random TH code uniformly distributed over[0, Nc − 1], with
Nc = 35, andTc = 2ns. In all simulations, only frame-level
coarse timing is performed.

The timing estimate mean-square error (MSE) normalized
with respect toT 2

s is plotted versusE/N0 in Figs. 1 and
2 for the algorithm summarized in Proposition 1, with and
without training symbols. It is evident that the data-aided
algorithm has better estimation performance than the blind
one, at the price of reduced bandwidth efficiency. At medium
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Fig. 2. Normalized MSE of the TDT synchronizer in Proposition 1
with our training sequence (17), in a single-user PPM-UWB link.
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Fig. 3. Normalized MSE of the data-aided TDT synchronizer in
Proposition 2 with our training sequence (17), in a single-user PPM-
UWB link.

SNR, all curves reach an error floor, since only coarse timing
with Tf resolution is performed. This error floor can be
mitigated by fine timing (tracking). In the blind mode, error
floors at different levels are observed whenK varies. This is
because the blind mode relies on the averaging with respect
to information symbols; and largerK values induces better
averaging.

The TDT-based synchronizer in Proposition 2 is specifically
tailored for our carefully designed training pattern. Its MSE
performance is shown in Fig. 3. The curve corresponding to
K = 1 pair of dirty templates is identical to that in Fig. 2. But
whenK > 1, the estimator (21) consistently outperforms (15)
with the same training pattern in (17), and the gap between
the two increases asK increases.

Fig. 4 depicts the simulated probabilities of detection and
their analytical lower bounds in (24) for the TDT synchro-
nizers in Propositions 1 and 2, withK = 16 pairs of dirty
templates. As mentioned before, these bounds are relatively
pessimistic compared to the simulated performance, but can
be used to predict the relative performance of these timing
algorithms.

In Fig. 5, the normalized MSE corresponding to (21) in
the presence of two interfering users is shown. The two
interfering users both transmit non-zero-mean PPM signals,
and the desired user uses the training pattern in (17). All users
are mutually asynchronous. The SNR of the two interferers is
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Fig. 4. Probability of detection and its lower bound versus SNR with
K = 16, in a single-user PPM-UWB link.
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Fig. 5. Normalized MSE of the data-aided TDT synchronizer with
our training sequence (17), in a multi-user PPM-UWB environment.

6dB and 10dB weaker than the desired user’s signal, respec-
tively. Due to the multi-access interference, the normalized
synchronization MSE exhibitsK-dependent error floors.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we developed low-complexity timing algo-
rithms for nonlinear PPM-UWB signals based on the concept
of dirty templates. Our algorithms are derived in both data-
aided and non-data-aided (blind) modes. Their performanceis
tested and compared by analysis and simulations. Both algo-
rithms remain operational in general UWB settings without
imposing impractical assumptions, and ensure rapid timing
by collecting the rich multipath energy provided by UWB
channels. In the blind mode, timing information is acquired
with symbol-rate samples and without sacrificing bandwidth
efficiency. In the data-aided mode, we carefully designed a
simple training pattern. Deployment of this pattern renders
synchronization more rapid and accurate, and enables timing
a desired user in a multi-access environment with ad hoc (and
possibly asynchronous) users.

APPENDIX I: PROOF OFLEMMA 1

Substituting (10) into (11), we obtain

χ(k; τ)=E
∫ Ts

Ts−τ̃0

pR(t−s2k∆)p̃R(t−s2k−1∆)dt

+E
∫ Ts−τ̃0

0

pR(t−s2k+1∆)p̃R(t−s2k∆)dt,

(27)
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becausepR(t) and pR(t + Ts) are non-overlapping. If two
symbols take the same valuesk = sl, and when∆ ≪ Tf , we
have∫

pR(t−sk∆)p̃R(t−sl∆)dt=

∫
pR(t−sk∆)pR(t−sk∆+∆)dt

−
∫
pR(t−sk∆)pR(t−sk∆−∆) ≈ 0. (28)

If the binary PPM symbolssk 6= sl, thensk = sl ± 1 and
p̃R(t−sl∆):=pR(t−sl∆ + ∆)−pR(t−sl∆−∆)

=(sl−sk)[pR(t−sk∆)−pR(t−sk∆−2(sl−sk)∆)] .

Accordingly,
∫

pR(t−sk∆)p̃R(t−sl∆)dt=(sl−sk)[
∫

p2
R(t−

sk∆)dt−
∫

pR(t−sk∆)pR(t−sk∆−2(sl−sk)∆)dt], where
the second integral is negligible compared to the first term.
Summarizing, we have:∫

pR(t−sk∆)p̃R(t−sl∆)dt ≈ (sl−sk)

∫
p2

R(t−sk∆)dt , (29)

which subsumes (28) as a special case whensl = sk.
Substituting (29) into (27) concludes the proof of Lemma 1.

APPENDIX II: PROOF OFLEMMA 2

For notational brevity, we will temporarily drop the notion
of τ in ξ(k; τ). Along the lines of [15, Appendix I], it can
be shown that the noise termξ(k) has zero mean because
all its componentsξ1(k), ξ2(k) andξ3(k) are zero-mean and
mutually independent Gaussian random variables. Hence, its
variance is given byσ2

ξ = σ2
ξ1

+σ2
ξ2

+σ2
ξ3

. Starting withξ1(k),

σ2
ξ1

=N0 · Es

{∫ Ts

0

ρ2
2k+1(t)dt−

∫ Ts

0

ρ2k+1(t)ρ2k+1(t−2∆)dt

}
.

Since the second term is negligible compared to the first term,
we deduce that the variance ofξ1(k) is σ2

ξ1
≈ ERN0. The

variance of the noise componentξ2(k), by definition, is

σ2
ξ2

= Es,η

{∫ Ts

0

∫ Ts

0

ρ̃2k(t)ρ̃2k(λ)η2k+1(t)η2k+1(λ)dtdλ

}
,

where ρ̃k(t) is defined in (10). Using the fact that∆ ≪ Ts,
we haveσ2

ξ2
≈ ERN0.

The noise componentξ3(k) contain the “double-noise”
term, whose variance is given by

σ2
ξ3

= 2

∫ Ts

0

∫ Ts

0

Eη{η2k+1(t)η2k+1(λ)η2k(t)η2k(λ)}dtdλ

−2

∫ Ts

0

∫ Ts

0

Eη{η2k+1(t)η2k+1(λ)η2k(t−∆)η2k(λ+∆)}dtdλ,

with the PPM modulation index∆ ≪ Ts. It then follows from
[15, (42,43)] that Eη{ξ2

3(k)} ≈ N2
0 BTs.

APPENDIX III: PROOF OFEQ. (16)

The expected value ofynda(K; τ) in (15) can be eas-
ily obtained from (19). To obtain its variance, first notice
that, depending onk and l values, and with binary PPM,
E
{
x2(k; τ)x2(l; τ)

}
can be computed by considering two

cases:{ 1
2 (E2

R−3EAEB+2σ2
ξ )2+σ2

ξ (E2
R − 3EAEB + σ2

ξ ), if k = l,
1
4 (E2

R−3EAEB+2σ2
ξ )2, else.

Adding them up with appropriate weights, we have:

σ2
ynda

(K; τ) =
2σ2

ξ

K
(E2

R−3EAEB+σ2
ξ )+

1

4K
(E2

R−3EAEB)2.
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